March 2021 (Revision 1.1)
Sun Coast Model Sailing Club Fleet 211
Fleet Club Rules
A. Changes in Part 3 (Racing Rules of Sailing)
31 - Touching a mark: Racing marks, except starting and finishing marks, shall be excluded from this rule, unless
modified by the Race Director, or included in the sailing instructions for a specific event.
45 - Is changed to: A boat being launched to enter a heat or race, during a countdown of the starting clock, shall be
released without any pushing, shoving or any other manual forward motion assistance. Violation of this rule called by
the Race Director shall be a one turn penalty completed before starting.
B. Changes in Appendix E:
E2.1 (c) Delete E2.1 (c) Calling for individual digits for a protest.
E3.4 - Starting and Finishing: Rule 26 is changed to: Races shall be started using either the 2-minute clock, the 1-minute
clock or the 30 second clock at the discretion of the Race Director. Each signal shall be timed at the beginning of the
signal. Finish positions shall be recorded in the sequence of the boats finishing. Any boat finishing more than once shall
have the last finish recorded and any earlier finishes deleted.
E3.6 - After “General Recall” delete “and make two loud sounds”.
E3.8 (c) - Replace with: “Shortening or Abandoning After the Start”: The Race Director may shorten a heat or race by
verbal announcement before the new last turning mark and finish between gate marks, a mark and an offset mark, or an
established finish line. The Race Director may, also, abandon a heat or race by verbal announcement, prior to any boat
finishing the heat or race.
E4.2(b) A boat entangled or aground may receive help from any source available if called for and if allowed by the
skippers. However, when being pushed off from grounding, only the minimum force needed to free the boat shall be
used.
C. Measurement (Soling 1M Class)
All Soling 1M boats shall be subject to an annual inspection and measurement prior to the Winter Series. Boats must
comply with Class and Club Rules regarding weight, keel thickness, rudder thickness, beam (for flangeless boats), and sail
rig dimensions.
D. Telemetry (all classes)
No telemetry beyond the class-allowed channels for rudder and sail control, maintaining the TX/RX bind and battery
level is allowed. This includes, but is not limited to, video and/or GPS positioning information.

